ABSTRACT Increasing the density of base stations deployment is regarded as a means to satisfy the growing demand of wireless connectivity over a shared bandwidth, however, increasing the disparity in the service received by each user. Fairness can be realized by dynamically allocating resources to users using detailed channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT), which constitutes an expensive overhead, especially, for dense networks. One solution to improve the fairness without CSIT is to introduce spatial diversity through the use of relays in combination with physical-layer network coding (PNC). Most relaying-PNC solutions focus on the particular case of the two-way relay channel or they require additional relays and a large transmission time. In this paper, we propose a multiple-relay communication protocol (MRCP) for achieving fairness in dense networks. It exploits spatial diversity without requiring additional relays since it uses the base stations as relays. Furthermore, MRCP is applicable to an arbitrary number of base stations and users, while keeping a small transmission time. We show that our approach achieves the highest max-min fairness among users and almost full diversity with asymmetric transmissions.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is expected that by 2021 there will be globally 11.6 billion mobile devices with an average mobile connection speed three times larger than that of 2016 [1] . This growth contrasts with the limited bandwidth that needs to be shared among an increasing number of users.
Network densification [2] , [3] has been proposed as a promising technique to satisfy the previous demands over a shared bandwidth. This is realized by increasing the density of base stations deployed, resulting in dense clusters of base stations severely affected by inter-cell interference.
The most widely used approach to tackle inter-cell interference consists in orthogonalizing resources for users with high interference (typically in the cell edge), which means to assign disjoint resources (time or frequency) to users connected to different base stations, while reusing resources for users with low interference (typically in the cell center).
However, when orthogonalizing resources, the amount of resources that each user receives decreases with the number of users. Furthermore, since additional base stations (such as femtocells) are usually deployed in an unplanned way and with restricted access, the inter-cell interference becomes extremely high for some users and extremely low for others. Therefore, providing a fair resource allocation for all the users while efficiently managing a shared bandwidth is of key importance in dense networks [4] .
Traditionally, fairness in cellular networks is realized by dynamically allocating time, frequency [5] , [6] , or power [7] , [8] to users according to strategies such as max-min or proportional fairness [9] - [11] . However, such a dynamic allocation can only be achieved with detailed channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) from the whole network. Furthermore, given the large number of base stations and users in dense networks and the large variability of the wireless channel, obtaining reliable CSIT for a fair resource assignment remains an expensive overhead [12] . Moreover, sharing all this information through a backhaul link might be costly or even prohibitive for base stations in dense networks [3] , [13] .
One solution to improve fairness over a shared bandwidth without CSIT is to introduce spatial diversity through multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. which can average out the channel variability over different signal paths. However, physical constraints such as the number of radio frequency chains necessary at each device to support MIMO and the required separation between antennas of at least half of a wavelength, make this technology unsuitable for the widespread small-size and energy-limited devices found in dense networks.
In order to maintain the benefits of MIMO systems without the previous limitations, cooperative communication can be exploited with the aid of relays. Relays can achieve spatial diversity by forwarding received signals in dedicated timeslots without the need for a backhaul connection [14] , [15] . However, relays require certain coordination with the base stations in order to use the bandwidth efficiently. For this purpose, relays have been used in combination with physicallayer network coding (PNC), first proposed in [16] . PNC exploits the linear superposition of wireless signals by combining transmissions overheard from different sources, hence providing a balance between orthogonalization and reuse of resources.
Much of the available literature on relaying-PNC focuses on the particular case of the two-way relay channel (TWRC) [17] , [18] . In fact, most contributions deal with ways to combine the signals to achieve higher rates in a TWRC. For example, in [19] base stations and users transmit the symbols multiplied by the inverse of the channel so that the relay can receive the coherently added symbols. In [20] this scheme is extended to support multiple users simultaneously. In [21] , a modulo operation is performed at the relay instead of transmitting a simple superposition of signals, and in [22] - [24] , relays use a lattice-based approach to combine signals with a compress-and-forward strategy in [22] and with a compute-and-forward strategy in [23] and [24] .
To further increase the spatial diversity, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques for the TWRC have been recently explored. For instance, in [25] a lattice-based PNC scheme with massive MIMO base stations and relays is used to reduce the number of time-slots required for transmission. In [26] Chan and Lok combine interference alignment with PNC to increase the sum-rate and the achievable degrees of freedom. In [27] , a linear vector PNC scheme is used for spatial multiplexing MIMO TWRC without channel state information at the transmitter. Finally, in [28] PNC is used together with cross-layer information from different nodes in a MIMO network with asymmetric TWRC.
However, the spatial diversity achieved by these systems is limited since in a TWRC the users can only receive signals from the relay and not from the base station. Hence, a more general relaying-PNC configuration has been proposed in [29] , where two users can achieve spatial diversity by receiving signals from a base station and a relay node. Yet, all of the previous approaches require additional infrastructure (i.e. relay nodes), with the operational and economical costs that their deployment implies. Furthermore, they all consider only a limited number of nodes, leaving the extension to an arbitrary number of base stations and users an open issue.
A different way of exploiting spatial diversity in a larger network using PNC principles is through space-time network coding (STNC) [30] . With STNC, each of the L base stations of a cluster broadcasts its own signal in dedicated timeslots during the transmission phase, and during the relaying phase M relays broadcast a combination of the received symbols in dedicated time-slots, hence achieving diversity order of M + 1. This allows to achieve spatial diversity from different transmissions. In a TWRC users exchange information. Therefore, the symbol transmitted by one user serves as a-priori information to deduct it from the received signal in order to obtain the symbol transmitted by the other user. In contrast, with STNC, users have no such a-priori information. The achievable diversity comes from the relays transmissions.
A step to increase the diversity of the previous STNC scheme was taken in [31] and in [32] , where the authors propose that each relay decodes the transmission not only from the base stations but from the previous relays. However, a main disadvantage of these type of schemes is that, apart from requiring additional relays, the price to achieve such diversity is the use of L + M time-slots. This makes the previous approaches unsuitable for dense networks.
To tackle these problems, in this paper we present a multiple-relay communication protocol (MRCP) for achieving fairness in dense networks. Different from the approaches in [30] - [32] , our approach exploits spatial diversity from a cluster of L base stations with only L + 1 time-slots, while it avoids the need for a backhaul connection and relay deployment by using currently-deployed base stations as relays. With MRCP, all the base stations transmit in dedicated timeslots during the first L time-slots, and in the L + 1-th timeslot they all transmit a combination of the overheard symbols. The last time-slot comes with an imperfect synchronization due to the multiple simultaneous transmissions. However, recent advances in delay-tolerant codes [33] or joint frequency and timing synchronization [34] show that this issue can be mitigated.
We then analyze the capabilities of the proposed system in terms not only of spectral efficiency and diversity, but also in terms of fairness, a critical metric for dense networks which has been mostly overlooked in relaying-PNC schemes. When compared to other communication schemes, we show that MRCP achieves the highest max-min fairness among users and a bit error rate (BER) that achieves almost full diversity.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a dense cluster composed by L base stations, each of which has data to be delivered to a specific user over a shared bandwidth. 1 We denote as s l the symbol from the l-th base station (BSl) intended to the l-th user (Ul). It is assumed that symbols for different users are uncorrelated. The short distance between base stations allows all base stations and users to overhear all the transmitted symbols. Hence, the base stations can act as relays by retransmitting the overheard signals. Our goal is to find an efficient way to perform these transmissions.
It is assumed that all the base stations and users are halfduplex (i.e. they cannot transmit and receive simultaneously) and, if available, the backhaul link is only used for control information, not for data sharing. This last condition excludes the use of communication schemes that require coordinated base stations, e.g. space-time block codes like Alamouti codes. In this paper, we focus on single-antenna systems, leaving an extension to multiple antennas for future work.
For the following sections, let us define P m as the transmit power of BSm and introduce the variable η m = 
} and σ 2 n is the received noise power, which is assumed to be equal for all the users. We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from BSm at Ul as γ ml = η m |h ml | 2 , where h ml is the channel gain from BSm to Ul and we define the SNR from BSm at BSn as ξ mn = η m |g mn | 2 , where g mn is the channel gain from BSm to BSn.
Since fairness is a key parameter in this paper, different metrics are necessary to provide an integrated view of the system performance. Therefore, we propose to use the following: 1) Jain's Fairness Index (JFI), which is one of the most widely used quantitative fairness measures [4] , first proposed in [35] . It has the advantages of being independent of the population size and the scale, continuous, and bounded between 0 and 1. It is defined as
In this paper x l represents spectral efficiency per timeslot of Ul. A large JFI value represents a fairer system. However, the JFI does not help in identifying unfairly treated users. 2) The minimum spectral efficiency, defined here as the spectral efficiency of the user with the lowest signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), provides an indication of the max-min fairness of the system. Although this metric does not reflect the overall system performance, it can pinpoint the performance of those unfairly treated users. 3) Finally, we use the BER as a measure of the diversity of the system. For the sake of clarity, in this section we focus on the case where there are only two base stations and two users (i.e. L = 2), leaving the extension to larger systems for Section III. In the following, Section II-A presents the analysis of the spectral efficiency and bit error rate (BER) of three baseline approaches. Then, Sections II-B1 and II-B2 present the analysis of the proposed transmission and reception strategies.
A. BASELINE APPROACHES
This section presents the analysis of three baseline approaches, which will be used to benchmark the performance of the proposed approach.
1) TDMA-2
In a basic time division multiple access (TDMA) approach, the communication is done in turns, i.e. first BS1 transmits s 1 to U1 while BS2 is inactive, and then BS2 transmits s 2 to U2 while BS1 is inactive, hence requiring 2 time-slots. This approach represents a full orthogonalization of resources and we refer to it as TDMA-2, where the 2 refers to L = 2. The weakness of this approach is the absence of spatial diversity and of fairness: if the channel between a user and its base station is in a deep fading, the transfer of information will be limited.
The spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul using TDMA-2 is given as
where the expected value is calculated over the distribution of the channel coefficients. Note that the 1 2 scaling factor is due to the number of required time-slots for each transmission round. It can be seen that the spectral efficiency in equation (2) can be quite different for different users, which shows that this is not a fair approach.
Assuming BPSK transmissions and Rayleigh fading statistics (assumptions holding throughout the whole paper), the BER of Ul is computed in terms of the Gaussian Q-function using the results of appendix A as
whereγ ml = E{γ ml } = η m E{|h ml | 2 } and the approximation holds in the high SNR regime [36] . Equation (3) shows the lack of diversity of this approach since the BER decays as 1/γ ll .
2) DIV-2
One way of increasing the spatial diversity, and hence the fairness, is to exploit the overhearing capabilities of the system in order to share the transmitted symbols between the base stations. In this way, each symbol can reach its destination following more than one signal path. For instance, BS1 transmits s 1 to both U1 and BS2 in time-slot 1, then BS2 transmits s 2 to both U2 and BS1 in time-slot 2. Finally, BS1 relays s 2 in time-slot 3 and BS2 relays s 1 in time-slot 4. We refer to this approach as Diversity-2 (DIV-2). The relayed symbols are assumed to be the noisy versions of the original symbols.
Assuming a channel coherence time larger than four timeslots, the received signals for Ul in the four time-slots are given as: (4) with
where y
Ul is the received signal of Ul in time-slot t, and n (t) Ul and n
BSm are the AWGN noise of Ul and of BSm, respectively, in time-slot t (note that only half of the time-slots are useful for Ul).
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4) Ul

T
, can be expressed in matrix form as
Using a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) receiver (as described in section II-B), the spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul using DIV-2 is computed as
for m = l (i.e. m = 1 if l = 2 and m = 2 if l = 1), which shows the gain of Ul from the transmission of both base stations. From equation (7), it is observed that when the channel gain between BSl and BSm is strong compared to the channel gain between BSm and Ul, 2 i.e. ξ lm γ ml , DIV-2 achieves high fairness from the transmission of both base stations.
Using this assumption and the results of appendix A and assuming independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading paths as well as equally-likely transmitted symbols, the BER for Ul is computed as
Again, the approximation holds in the high SNR regime. Equation (8) shows that DIV-2 achieves full diversity, i.e. a diversity gain of order L, at the cost of doubling the number of time-slots compared to TDMA-2.
3) INTF-2
A last baseline approach consists in both base stations transmitting simultaneously regardless of the resulting interference. This approach represents a full reuse of resources and we refer to it as Interference-2 (INTF-2). The spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul using INTF-2 is computed as
for m = l. Although it uses each time-slot for transmission, equation (9) shows that this approach is not fair as it only benefits the user with the smallest interference.
To compute the BER of Ul with INTF-2, we use equation (52) from appendix A and integrate over the joint PDF of γ 1l and γ 2l , i.e. p(γ 1l , γ 2l ). Since γ 1l and γ 2l are statistically independent, p(γ 1l , γ 2l ) = p(γ 1l )p(γ 2l ), which for Rayleigh fading statistics results in
Equation (10) shows that the diversity gain of this approach is lower than the diversity gain achieved by TDMA-2, especially when γ ml > γ ll .
B. PROPOSED APPROACH WITH TWO BASE STATIONS: MRCP-2
This section presents the proposed approach with L = 2, which combines a three-time-slot transmission strategy and an MMSE reception strategy. We refer to this approach as multiple-relay communication protocol-2 (MRCP-2).
1) THREE-TIME-SLOT TRANSMISSION STRATEGY
The proposed approach exploits spatial diversity while using only three time-slots. In the first time-slot, BS1 transmits s 1 to U1, U2, and BS2. Then, in the second time-slot, BS2 transmits s 2 to U1, U2, and BS1. At this point, each base station has overheard the symbols transmitted by the other base station. Hence, in the third time-slot, each base station relays the received symbols (s 2 for BS1 and s 1 for BS2) to U1 and U2. The relayed symbols are assumed to be the noisy versions of the original symbols, i.e. we assume an amplify-andforward (AF) strategy. This is shown in Fig. 1 . Assuming a channel coherence time larger than three timeslots, the received signals for Ul in the three time-slots are given as: with
Ul is the received signal of Ul in time-slot t, and n 
Ul y
Considering U1, equation (13) can be expressed in vector form as
where
as the interference-plus-noise vector of U1, and n 1 = n
U1 n
T .
2) MMSE RECEPTION STRATEGY
The MMSE receiver is well known for being an efficient lowcomplexity linear receiver, which provides sufficient statistics to detect the input signal when it follows a Gaussian distribution [37] . The MMSE receiver of U1 can be derived in two steps. The first step consists in whitening the colored noise term w 1 from equation (14) with its covariance matrix R w 1 . This is achieved by filtering the received signal in (14) with the matrix R −1/2 w 1 :
The second step consists in performing maximal ratio combining (MRC) over the remaining signal, which is an optimal processing when the additive noise is white [37] . This is achieved by taking the inner product of the signal of (15) and the vector R −1/2 w 1 a 1 :
From equation (16), the signal power can be calculated as
and the noise power as
Using equations (17) and (18), the SNR of U1 using the MMSE receiver is found to be
3) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Let us now derive the spectral efficiency of U1 using the proposed transmission strategy. By assuming s 1 and s 2 as independent symbols with a Gaussian distribution, the spectral efficiency per time-slot of U1 is calculated as
where H (y 1 ) and H (w 1 ) are the entropies of y 1 and w 1 , and R y 1 and R w 1 are the covariance matrices of y 1 and w 1 . The 1 3 scaling factor corresponds to the number of timeslots used for each transmission round. The last equality in (20) is obtained by using the well-known expression for the entropy of a multivariate complex Gaussian distribution [38] . Moreover, R w 1 is given as (21) where N 1 = diag σ 2 n , σ 2 n , σ 2 n 1 +
, and R y 1 is given as
Hence, equation (20) can be re-written as
Comparing equation (19) with equation (23), it is clear that the MMSE receiver is able to achieve the channel capacity. Following the same procedure, the spectral efficiency per time-slot of U2 is calculated as
where in this case R w 2 = a 1 a H 1 σ 2 s + N 2 . Using equations (21), (22) , and (23), and the results presented in appendix B, the spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul using MRCP-2 is computed as
where m = l. Equation (25) indicates a gain from the transmission of both base stations. When the channel gains between base stations are stronger than the channel gains between base stations and users, i.e. ξ ml γ ll and ξ lm γ ml , MRCP-2 shows symmetry between γ ll and γ ml , which highlights the fairness of the proposed approach.
Let us now calculate the BER of Ul. By noting that γ 1l and γ 2l are statistically independent and defining γ MRCP = γ ll + γ ml γ ll
Note that γ MRCP ≤ γ 1l + γ 2l , the difference being small if γ 1l γ 2l or if γ 2l γ 1l . Therefore, the diversity gain provided by this approach is larger than the diversity provided by TDMA-2 but smaller than the diversity provided by DIV-2.
III. EXTENSION TO AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF BASE STATIONS AND USERS
This section extends the results of Section II to a larger system size. In the following, Section III-A presents the analysis of the extended baseline approaches, and then Section III-B presents the analysis of the extended proposed approach.
A. EXTENDED BASELINE APPROACHES
This section presents the analysis of the extended baseline approaches without diversity (TDMA-L), with diversity (DIV-L), and with interfering continuous transmissions (INTF-L). These will be used to benchmark the performance of the extended proposed approach. These benchmarks are chosen to show the achievable trade-off between achieving full spatial diversity (DIV-L) and reducing the transmission time, i.e. maximizing the degrees of freedom (INTF-L). In other words, these benchmarks correspond to the two VOLUME 6, 2018 extremes of the diversity-multiplexing trade-off, whereas the proposed approach achieves a trade-off between both extremes.
1) TDMA-L
In this approach, every base station performs one transmission while the others remain inactive, taking L time-slots to transmit all L symbols. We refer to this approach as TDMA-L. The spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul is computed as
Equation (27) shows that the spectral efficiency per time-slot of each user decreases with L. Also, each user can have a very different spectral efficiency depending on γ ll , which shows that this is not a fair approach. The BER of Ul remains the same as in the case where
From equation (28), it can be seen that the BER is independent of L and hence no diversity gain is achieved.
2) DIV-L
In this approach, each base station first transmits a symbol to its intended user and then relays each received symbol in a dedicated time-slot. Specifically, BS1 transmits s 1 to all users and base stations in the first time-slot, then BS2 transmits s 2 to all users and base stations in the second time-slot, until BSL transmits s L to all users and base stations in time-slot L.
Similarly in time-slots L +1 to 2L, but this time BS1 relays s 2 , BS2 relays s 3 , and so on until BSL relays s 1 . Finally, in time-
relays s L , BS2 relays s 1 , and so on until BSL relays s L−1 . Hence, one complete round of transmission takes L 2 time-slots. We refer to this approach as DIV-L. The relayed symbols are assumed to be the noisy versions of the original symbols. In comparison to TDMA-L, DIV-L achieves fairness and diversity from all the base stations at the cost of increasing the transmission time to L 2 . Assuming a channel coherence time larger than L 2 timeslots, the received signals for Ul in the L 2 time-slots are given as:
The received signal y l = y
, can be expressed in matrix form as in equation (31), as shown at the top of the next page. Using the methodology described in section III-B, the spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul using DIV-L is computed as
When the channel gains between base stations are strong compared to the channel gains between base stations and users, i.e. ξ lm γ ml ∀m = l and for the particular case in which
This results in
As log 2 (L)/L 2 tends to zero faster than 1/L, it is seen that C
. However, DIV-L achieves a high fairness from the transmission of multiple base stations.
Using the results from appendix A, the BER of Ul is computed as
where the approximation holds in the high SNR regime. Again, equation (35) shows the full diversity achieved by DIV-L.
3) INTF-L
In this case all the base stations transmit continuously regardless of the resulting interference. Hence, a full transmission round takes only one time slot. We refer to this approach
as INTF-L. The spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul using INTF-L is computed as
Although this approach uses all the time-slots for transmitting to each user, it is unfair due to the different interference levels perceived by each user. For the particular case in which γ 1l = γ 2l = · · · = γ Ll =γ and for a large L, using a first order Taylor series expansion log(1 + x) ≈ x shows that
This shows that the spectral efficiency decreases as 1/L. The BER of Ul using this approach is computed as
equation (38) shows that the diversity gain is lower than that of TDMA-L and it decreases with L.
B. PROPOSED APPROACH WITH L BASE STATIONS: MRCP-L
This section extends the proposed approach defined in Section II-B to an arbitrary number of base stations and users.
It also shows the computation of closed-form expressions of the spectral efficiency and BER of the proposed approach. (39) with
T can be expressed in matrix form as equation (41), as shown at the top VOLUME 6, 2018
of this page. The vector form of the received signal is then
where a l is the lth column of matrix A,
and w l = L m=1 m =l a m s m + n l is defined as the interference-plusnoise vector of Ul. The MMSE reception strategy can be derived similarly as in equations (15) and (16) . Then, the SNR of Ul results in
where R w l is the covariance matrix of w l , whose explicit expression can be found in equation (67) for l = 1.
2) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Let us now derive the spectral efficiency per time-slot of Ul using the proposed extended approach. For statistically independent Gaussian symbols, the covariance matrix R w l is computed as
and the covariance matrix R y l is
Hence, the spectral efficiency per time-slot achieved by Ul is written as
Solving equation (48) as shown in appendix C, it can be shown that C
Finally, using the results presented in appendix A, the BER of Ul is calculated as
Note that γ ll + ≤ L m=1 γ ml . Therefore, the diversity gain provided by this approach is larger than that of TDMA-L but smaller than that of DIV-L. Note that by using a decode-and-forward (DF) strategy instead of an AF strategy, the spectral efficiency would be limited by the decoding errors at each overhearing base station. Hence, this approach would require a selection of the base stations most suitable to relay the overheard symbols. Although interesting to analyze, this strategy is out of the scope of this paper.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we compare the approaches analyzed in previous sections in terms of the JFI in Section IV-A, in terms of minimum spectral efficiency per time-slot in Section IV-B, and in terms of BER in Section IV-C. Throughout this section, we use the JFI as a quantitative measure of the fairness of the system and we use the minimum spectral efficiency per time-slot as a measure of the max-min fairness of the system. Finally, we also consider the BER as a measure of the diversity. Our evaluations consider BPSK modulation and a Rayleigh fading channel model with E{|h ml | 2 } = 1 and E{|g mn | 2 } = 10dB ∀l, m, n. Unless stated otherwise, we consider the same η m from all but one base station, i.e. η 1 = η 3 = · · · = η L =η and η 2 = 0dB. This is done in order to evaluate the system performance with strongly asymmetric transmissions, typical of dense networks.
A. JFI EVALUATION
The JFI can be interpreted as a quantitative measure of the ''equality'' in allocating resources to users. If all the users get the same amount of resources, then the system is 100% fair. If only a few users get most of the resources, then the JFI approaches zero. From this, it is easy to see that DIV and MRCP achieve the highest JFI since all the users benefit almost equally from the transmission of multiple base stations. In contrast, TDMA and INTF show a low fairness as they benefit only the user with the best conditions. This explains why when one user has a low SINR, the fairness of TDMA and INTF is very low for L = 2, while the effect of that unfairly treated user fades out with the rest of the users when L increases as seen in Fig. 2 .
B. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY EVALUATION
Max-min fairness can be achieved with a high minimum spectral efficiency. In this sense, it is seen from equations (25) and (49), and confirmed from the numerical evaluations in this section that MRCP provides the highest max-min fairness. This can be seen for L = 2 in Figs. 3 and 4 and for different values of L in Fig. 6 . This gain in minimum spectral efficiency increases not only with L, but also withη as can be seen in Fig. 5 . Only for low values ofη, the minimum spectral efficiency of INTF is higher due to the low interference level between users, which is not common in dense networks.
TDMA and INTF are not fair approaches in most conditions. For example, the minimum spectral efficiency of TDMA shows a flooring when η 1 > η 2 because the increase in η 1 benefits one user until its spectral efficiency reaches the spectral efficiency of the other user (see Figs. 3 and 4) . A similar lack of fairness can be seen for L = 10 in Fig. 5 . In the case of INTF, an increase in η 1 orη VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 5. Minimum spectral efficiency per time-slot for L = 10. We consider the same η m from all but one base station, i.e. η 1 = η 3 = · · · = η L =η and η 2 = 0dB. FIGURE 6. Minimum spectral efficiency of the studied approaches. We consider the same η m from all but one base station, i.e. η 1 = η 3 = · · · = η L =η and η 2 = 0dB.
only increases the interference level, reducing the spectral efficiency.
C. BER EVALUATION
Let us first consider symmetric conditions with equal η m from all the base stations (i.e. η 1 = η 2 = · · · = η L =η), MRCP presents almost the same BER as DIV for L = 2, and it degrades smoothly for L = 5, 10, and 20 (see Fig. 7 ). In the limit, with a very large value of L, MRCP achieves a similar BER as TDMA since the diversity gain comes only from time-slot L + 1. Needless to say, INTF is the approach with the poorest BER since increasing the number of base stations only decreases the diversity gain. Since DIV exploits full diversity, it has the best BER performance compared to the other approaches and its diversity gain increases with L (see Fig. 7 ). This comes at a price of increasing the number of time-slots to L 2 . Dealing with asymmetric conditions, i.e. different values of η m , is a more realistic scenario for dense networks. In this case, the performance of MRCP and DIV are both the highest compared to the other approaches due to the exploited spatial diversity, with a marginal difference between them (see Fig. 8 ). Also, as the value of η 2 increases from 0 to 10dB, the performance gap between MRCP and DIV remains the same, while the performance gap between them and TDMA and INTF increases.
Note that the BER of TDMA is the same for all values of L due to the lack of diversity (see Fig. 7) . Also, the BER of TDMA for L = 2 is the same for η 2 =0dB and η 2 =10dB as this is the BER of U1, which experiences no interference from U2 (see Fig. 8 ).
D. FINAL REMARKS
From the previous analysis of JFI, minimum spectral efficiency, and BER, we can conclude INTF and TDMA are both unfair approaches. On the other hand, DIV, closely followed by MRCP, can achieve the highest JFI fairness by exploiting the spatial diversity from the transmission of different base stations. However, the JFI fairness achieved by DIV comes at the cost of increasing the number of time-slots quadratically, while MRCP achieves the highest max-min fairness with less time-slots. This highlights the ability of MRCP to find a trade-off between spatial diversity and transmission time. Regarding the BER, DIV and MRCP are able to achieve the highest diversity gains with asymmetric transmissions. As an additional note, we believe that the proposed approach could be enhanced with the use of power control. Furthermore, considering multiple-antenna base stations and users can further increase the performance of the proposed approach. The study of these techniques is a topic of ongoing work.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed MRCP, a multiple-relay communication protocol for achieving fairness in dense networks. The proposed approach exploits spatial diversity without requiring a backhaul connection or additional infrastructure as it uses currently-deployed base stations as relays. In this way, the proposed approach is able to find an efficient balance between spatial diversity and transmission time. Also, different from other relaying-PNC schemes, MRCP is applicable to any number of base stations and users, while keeping a small transmission time.
We have shown that MRCP reaches almost maximum JFI fairness and the highest max-min fairness when compared to other communication schemes. This comes with a BER that reaches almost full diversity with asymmetric transmissions, typical of dense networks.
APPENDIX A
For coherent binary signals with BPSK modulation, the average BER of an L-branch MRC receiver with equally-likely transmitted symbols is given by the Gaussian Q-function [39] 
where p(γ tot ) is the probability density function (PDF) of γ tot , and γ tot is the total SNR per symbol at the output of receiver l:
and where the Q-function is defined as (only for x ≥ 0) [39] Q
The BER in (52) then results in
where it is assumed that γ ml for m = 1, . . . L are statistically independent. By using the definition of the moment generating function (MGF) of γ ml [39] :
equation (55) becomes
where the MGF for a Rayleigh channel is defined as
An upper bound of the BER in equation (57) is obtained by applying the Chernoff bound Q(x) ≤ exp(−x 2 /2) [36] . Assuming BPSK and i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, this results in
where the approximation holds only for high SNR values.
APPENDIX B
In this section, a simpler expression for the SNR of U1 given by SNR U1 = a 
(1 + γ ml ) (67), as shown at the top of the previous page for l = 1. Finally, by using the Laplace expansion for the determinants |R y l | and |R w l |, equation (68), as shown at the top of the previous page is obtained.
